Introducing Sissons Aqua

Premium Water Based Paints

Colour Your World Green
Colour Your World Responsibly

Offering the quality, protection and the look of oil based paints without subjecting the user to toxic fumes or those environmentally harmful, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that deplete our ozone layer. AQUA is the perfect eco-sensitive alternative for your enviro-sensibilities.

Sissons Paint
Good Looks That Last
AN ISO CERTIFIED COMPANY

www.sissonspaints.com
**Aqua Gloss** - Gloss Emulsion

- Lava Red
- Tree Bark
- Solar Yellow
- Atlantic Depths
- Pure Sands
- Northern Lights
- Morning Dew
- Tropical Waters
- Amazonite

This gloss emulsion is also available in any customized colour through Sissons Infinity Colour Shops ONLY.

**Aqua Floor** - Floor Paint

- Red Earth
- Rain Clouds
- Lush Forest

**Aqua Coat** - Clear Varnish

A Water Based Clear Varnish that provides a safe-to-use varnish for interior & exterior use. Ideally suited for enclosed areas where odour sensitivity is an issue.

**Clear**

**Satin**

**Gloss**

Disclaimer: The Colour or finish of the actual paint may vary from the colour sample shown as age, light, heat and mechanical coating affect colour samples.

Available at Sissons Infinity Colour Shops & Leading Hardware Dealers

Sissons Paints (Trinidad): Tel: 665-5829/5721/3. Sissons Paints (Grenada) Ltd.: Tel: (473) 444-1457